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Recap

I Last time we looked at some developments in astronomy up
to the 1630s.

I We also discussed the issue of simplicity when choosing
between competing theories.

I This week we’ll carry on where we left off, looking at John
Locke who was born in 1632.

I We’ll again see the notion of simplicity coming into play. . .
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Locke

I Locke was an English philosopher who lived between 1632 and
1704.

I We’ll primarily be interested in his epistemology.

I However, he also did political philosophy, and it’s interesting
to contrast his views with those of Hobbes, which you looked
at in a previous recitation.

I So we’ll start by (very briefly) looking at his political work.

I In recitations this week you’ll be comparing Locke and
Hobbes.
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Locke’s Political Views

I Locke sets out his political views in his Two Treatises on
Government, published in 1690.

I In his First Treatise on Government, Locke argues against the
claim that the King derives his right to rule from God.

I On such a theory, we don’t have the right to overthrow the
King—only God can judge an unjust King.

I In his Second Treatise on Government, Locke presents his own
theory.
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Locke’s Positive Theory

I Locke considers what life would be like before government was
introduced—the State of Nature.

I In such a situation men are free and equal.

I Governments are formed to protect some freedoms, which
require us to give up other freedoms—social contract theory.

I Locke argues that the government can be overthrown if it
violates the social contract.
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Locke’s Essay Concerning Human Understanding

I This week you’ve been reading Locke’s An Essay Concerning
Human Understanding, published in 1690.

I In the “Introduction” Locke outlines what he intends to do in
the work. What does he say he intends to do?

I Investigate our “ideas” and determine how we come to obtain
them.

I Determine what knowledge such ideas give us.
I Investigate opinion—when we agree with propositions we don’t

have certain knowledge of.
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Ideas

I What does Locke say in the “Introduction” about ideas?

I The term “idea” “. . . serves best to stand for whatsoever is
the object of the understanding when a man thinks” (Locke in
“Classics of Western Philosophy”, pg 672).

I He continues “. . . I have used it to express whatever is meant
by phantasm, notion, species, or whatever it is which the mind
can be employed about in thinking. . . ” (Locke in “Classics of
Western Philosophy”, pg 672–673).

I He talks more about ideas, and where they come from, in
Book II.
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Book I of Locke’s Essay

I This is an important part of Locke’s work and connects with
other philosophers we’ve seen, namely Descartes and Plato.

I The title of Book I is “Neither Principles Nor Ideas Are
Innate”.

I “It is an established opinion amongst some men, that there
are in the understanding certain innate principles; some
primary notions, . . . , characters as it were, stamped upon the
mind of man; which the soul receives in its very first being,
and brings into the world with it” (Locke in “Classics of
Western Philosophy”, pg 672).
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Locke Against Innate Knowledge

“It would be sufficient to convince unprejudiced readers of the
falseness of this supposition [that there is innate knowledge
and ideas], if I should only show (as I hope I shall in the
following parts of this Discourse) how men, barely by the use
of their natural faculties, may attain to all the knowledge they
have, without the help of any innate impressions; and may
well arrive at certainty, without any such original notions or
principles.” (Locke in “Classics of Western Philosophy”, pg
673).

I How does Locke intend to show that there are no innate
ideas/knowledge?
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Simplicity Again

I What is “Ockhams razor”?
I It is a principle that tells us to use the “simplest” available

theory.
I It has various incarnations, e.g. “Don’t multiply entities

beyond necessity”, “what can be done in fewer is done in vain
with more”

I Locke was appealing to Ockham’s razor: if he can explain how
we obtain our knowledge without appealing to innate ideas or
innate knowledge, he has a simpler theory. Thus we should
accept it.

I Is his argument convincing? Why or why not?
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Arguments in Favor of Innate Principles

I As well as proposing a positive argument against innate ideas
and knowledge, Locke also criticizes some arguments that
claim to support the existence of innate principles.

I One such argument is the “Universal Assent” argument.
What is it?

P1 Some principles, e.g. “What is, is”, are agreed upon by all
people.

C Such principles must be imprinted on us, so that we know
them from birth.
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Locke on Universal Assent

I Locke has a number of criticisms against such an argument.

I “This argument . . . has the misfortune in it, that if it were
true in matter of fact, that there were certain truths wherein
all mankind agreed, it would not prove them innate, if there
can be any other way shown how men may come to that
universal agreement, in the things that they do consent in,
which I presume may be done” (Locke in “Classics of Western
Philosophy”, pg 673).

I What point is Locke making about the Universal Assent
argument here?

I He is pointing out that it is invalid.
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Locke on Universal Assent

I Locke also argues that the premise of the Universal Assent
argument is false.

I There are many people who do not assent to principles such
as “Whatsoever is, is”, such as children.

I Those who maintain that there is innate knowledge might try
to explain why children do not assent to such principles by
claiming that such principles are imprinted on their minds, but
children simply don’t recognize them yet.

I Locke argues this won’t work . . .
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Locke on Universal Assent

“To say a notion is imprinted on the mind, and yet at the same time to say, that
the mind is ignorant of it, and never yet took notice of it, is to make this
impression nothing. No proposition can be said to be in the mind which it never
yet knew, which it was never yet conscious of. For if any one may, then, by the
same reason, all propositions that are true, and the mind is capable ever of
assenting to, may be said to be in the mind, and to be imprinted: since, if any
one can be said to be in the mind, which it never yet knew, it must be only
because it is capable of knowing it; and so the mind is of all truths it ever shall
know. Nay, thus truths may be imprinted on the mind which it never did, nor
ever shall know; for a man may live long and die at last in ignorance of many
truths which his mind was capable of knowing, and that with certainty. So that
if the capacity for knowing be the natural impression contended for, all the
truths a man ever comes to know will, by this account, be everyone one of them
innate; and this great point will amount to no more, but only to a very improper
way of speaking; which, whilst it pretends to assert the contrary, says nothing
different from those who deny innate principles” (Locke in “Classics of Western
Philosophy”, pg 674)

I What is Locke saying here?
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Locke on Universal Assent

I Locke’s argument can be summarized as follows:

P1 If there is a proposition imprinted on our mind which we do
not recognize, it must be so only because we are capable of
knowing it.

P2 If propositions are imprinted on our mind in virtue of our
capacity of knowing them, then all true propositions which we
are capable of knowing are imprinted in our minds, i.e. are
innate.

SC 1 If we allow for there to be propositions that are imprinted in
our mind which we do not recognize then all truths which we
are capable of knowing will be innate, including truths we
never come to know in our lifetime.

SC2 So there will not be a distinction between innate knowledge
and knowledge that is not innate.

C There cannot be propositions that are imprinted upon our
mind which we do not recognize if we maintain there is innate
knowledge.
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Origin of Ideas

I Locke maintains that our minds are “white paper, void of all
characters, without any ideas . . . ” (Locke in “Classics of
Western Philosophy, pg 674). In other words, he says when
we are born our minds are a tabula rasa or blank state.

I Where do our ideas come from, then?

I “To this I answer, in one word, from experience. In that all
our knowledge is founded and from that it ultimately derives
itself.” (Locke in “Classics of Western Philosophy, pg 675).

I Locke claims, more particularly, that there are two operations
by which we come to obtain our ideas . . .
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Origin of Ideas

I What are the two operations that Locke mentions?

I Sensation: “First, our Senses, conversant about particular
sensible objects, do convey into the mind several distinct
perceptions of things, according to those various ways wherein
those objects do affect them. And thus we come by those
ideas we have of yellow, white, heat, cold, soft, hard, bitter,
sweet, and all those which we call sensible qualities; which
when I say the senses convey into the mind, I mean, they from
external objects convey into the mind what produces there
those perceptions” (Locke in “Classics of Western
Philosophy”, pg 675).
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Origin of Ideas

I Reflection: “. . . the other fountain from which experience
furnisheth the understanding with ideas is, – the perception of
the operations of our own mind within us, as it is employed
about the ideas it has got; – which operations, when the soul
comes to reflect on and consider, do furnish the understanding
with another set of ideas, which could not be had from things
without. And such as perception, thinking, doubting,
believing, reasoning, knowing, willing, and all the different
actings of our own minds;–which we being conscious of, and
observing in ourselves, do from these receive into our
understanding as distinct ideas as we do from bodies affecting
our senses” (Locke in “Classics of Western Philosophy”, pg
675).
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Simple and Complex Ideas

I Locke made a distinction between simple and complex ideas.
I A simple idea . . .

I is one which “. . . contains in it nothing but one uniform
appearance, or conception in the mind and is not
distinguishable into different ideas” (Locke in “Classics of
Western Philosophy”, pg 676).

I A complex idea . . .
I is one which is obtained from simple ideas via operations of

the mind.
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Simple Ideas

I Locke indicates that we cannot create or destroy simple ideas
in our mind.

I He divides simple ideas into one of four categories concerning
how they come into our minds:

I Ideas which come from only one sense. E.g. light.
I Ideas which comes from more than one sense. E.g. figure,

motion etc.
I Ideas which come only from reflection. E.g. perception, willing.
I Ideas which come from both sensation and reflection. E.g.

pleasure, pain.
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Some Questions . . .

I Do you agree with Locke that there is no “innate knowledge”
and no “innate ideas”?

I How should we understand “simplicity”?
I Is the simplicity of a theory or explanation to be measured by

the number of signs it uses (e.g. words on the page)?
I Is it to be measured in terms of the number of postulates it

requires?
I Is it to be measured in terms of the number of entities it

postulates?
I Should we allow for multiple different measures of simplicity?
I If so, how to we adjudicate between two theories T1 and T2

where T1 is simpler than T2 on one measure of simplicity, but
T2 is simpler than T1 on another measure?
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